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ABSTRACT
The chapter examines the perception of religious plurality in the work of the Augsburg physician and traveller Leonhard Rauwolf (1535?-1596). From 1573 to 1576, Rauwolf lived in the Levant as an employee of the Augsburg merchant firm of Melchior Manlich and his associates and visited the Syrian and Mesopotamian provinces of the Ottoman Empire. During his travels he acquired first-hand knowledge of the religious heterogeneity that characterized the Near East. The study argues that Rauwolf was impressed by this plurality and seized the opportunity to observe the religious rites and customs of diverse groups but in the final analysis was unable to overcome the religious intolerance of 16th-century Europe and the anti-Catholic, anti-Muslim and anti-Jewish stereotypes of his time.

During his stay in the Syrian city of Aleppo in the mid-1570s, the German traveller Leonhard Rauwolf, a physician from the imperial city of Augsburg, heard a remarkable story about the Ottoman sultan Suleyman. According to Rauwolf, Suleyman once discussed with his advisers whether the Jews in his territories should be tolerated or exterminated. Most members of his council expressed the opinion that the Jews did not merit toleration since they burdened the people with their abominable usurious practices. The sultan then asked his councillors to regard the forms and colours of the flowers that were arranged in a bouquet in their midst. Did they share his opinion that each flower in its particular shape and colour added to the beauty of the others? When the councillors agreed, the sultan pointed out to them that he ruled over many different nations – Turks, Moors, Greeks and others. Each of these nations contributed to the wealth and reputation of his kingdom, and in order to continue this happy situation, he deemed it wise to continue to tolerate those who were already living together under his rule. His advisers liked this proposition so well that they unanimously accepted it.
Viewed in isolation, this remarkable parable on religious toleration and the coexistence of various nations in one realm reads like an early precursor of 17th and 18th-century writings that pointed to religious diversity in extra-European empires in order to confront European readers with their own intolerance. Indeed the variety of religious beliefs in 16th and 17th-century western and central European monarchies was much more restricted than in the contemporary empires of the Ottoman sultans or the Indian moguls. European rulers typically sought to impose confessional conformity on their subjects, and where conformity proved impossible to enforce, granted only a grudging tolerance to certain Christian minorities. Jews were still banned from many European countries, and where they were accepted they often faced severe legal, political and economic restrictions.

Here I will explore Leonhard Rauwolf’s observations on religious diversity, discrimination and tolerance in the Ottoman Empire. To put his views into perspective, I will begin by briefly pointing out his social and cultural background. Then I will turn to his travel narrative, focussing on his references to the situation of Christian minorities and Jews. In conclusion, I will examine how Rauwolf’s confrontation with religious diversity affected his own views on discrimination and tolerance.

Leonhard Rauwolf, probably born in 1535, grew up as a Lutheran Protestant in the imperial city of Augsburg. While most inhabitants of Augsburg had become Protestants during the Reformation, an influential minority remained Catholic, and the Peace of Augsburg (1555) confirmed the city’s bi-confessional nature. Rauwolf studied medicine at the universities of Tübingen (1554) and Wittenberg (1556) and continued his education at the French universities of Montpellier and Valence at a time of rising confessional tensions between Catholics and Huguenots. Back in Augsburg, he married Regina Jung, the daughter of a Protestant city physician, in 1565. After practicing medicine in the Catholic dukedom of Bavaria and the Protestant imperial city of Kempten, he secured the lucrative post of city physician in Augsburg in 1571. The reputation which Rauwolf had acquired by 1573 is illustrated by the fact that the city kept him on its payroll when he undertook his voyage to the Orient in the service of the Augsburg merchant Melchior Manlich, a relative of his wife. A daring businessman, Manlich entered the Levant trade via Marseille on a large scale: he purchased seven ships and chartered two more. It was Rauwolf’s task to provide medical services to Manlich’s employees in the Levantine ports and explore new trading opportunities.

That its author was a commercial employee, physician and dedicated botanist distinguishes Rauwolf’s travel narrative from the majority of 16th-century European reports on the Ottoman Empire, which were written in the context of diplomatic missions. And in contrast to most other travellers, Rauwolf did not visit the capital of Constantinople but the Syrian and Mesopotamian provinces. His narrative, which is divided into three parts, basically follows his itinerary: the first part describes his voyage from Augsburg to Tripoli and Aleppo, the second chronicles the journey from Aleppo to Baghdad and the return voyage through Kurdish territory, and the third part is an account of his pilgrimage to the Holy Land and his return to Germany. Into this narrative the physician inserted descriptions of the Ottoman administrative and judicial system, of cities and markets, local customs and religious practices.

Rauwolf recorded numerous encounters with Catholics in the Ottoman Empire. He met French and Italian merchants in Tripoli and Aleppo and undertook the journey from Tripoli to Jerusalem in 1575 in the company of a Carmelite monk. A Franciscan guided him on his tour of the holy sites in Jerusalem. While he abstained from extended polemics, Rauwolf clearly marked his own confessional stance. He noted that the pilgrimage to the Holy Land had declined sharply since, through God’s grace, the Holy Gospel had been reintroduced in its clear and unadulterated form and now showed Christians a better way to salvation, the forgiveness of their sins and the recognition of truth – an unequivocal reference to the Protestant Reformation. He criticized
the inquisitorial practices of the Jesuits in India, the granting of letters of indulgence in the Holy Land and the commercialisation of Catholic pilgrimages. Moreover, he lamented that the Pope, who pretended to be God's representative on earth, wished to impose his will on all people. Since the idolatries and errors of the “papists” had already been described by many learned authors and were common knowledge, he saw no need to dwell on them more extensively. Still, it is clear that Rauwolf had thoroughly absorbed Lutheran confessionalism and was highly conscious of the fault lines separating Catholics and Protestants. Moreover, Rauwolf’s characterizations of Islam implicitly convey anti-Catholic sentiments as well. According to the German physician, Muslims tried to cleanse themselves of their sins through “outward ceremonies and good works” – precisely the criticism that Luther and his followers voiced against Catholicism. Muslims’ belief in justification by works, he thought, manifested itself in the giving of alms, pilgrimages, fasting, sacrifices, avoidance of certain types of food and drink, ritual washing and prayers. And Rauwolf remarked that Muslims might become aware of their errors by studying Holy Scripture more diligently – exactly what Protestants were supposed to do in order to recognize the “papist” errors.

Apart from Catholics, many other Christian minorities were present in the Ottoman provinces which Rauwolf visited. He encountered Syrian Christians and Maronites and travelled from Aleppo to Baghdad in the company of Armenian merchants. Reports about Christian communities in Persia, who followed the teachings of Prester John, nourished his hopes for the spread of the Christian faith. In Lebanon the Augsburg physician treated a Maronite patriarch and visited his monastery, while in Jerusalem he found “Christians of various nations” – Catholics, Abyssinians, Greeks, Armenians, Georgians, Nestorians, Syrians, Jacobites – who were all free to practice their faith in their own chapels. The Turks did not attempt to convert these Christians to their faith but were content to extract an annual tribute from them.

Rauwolf portrayed these Christian minorities in a series of short chapters, in which he obviously relied on earlier works. He judged these groups both by general characteristics and by their affinity to Christianity, Islam or Judaism. Throughout he paralleled character traits and religious practices: the Armenians, for example, were associated with positive traits like devoutness, honesty and hospitality, while their religion seemed to agree with the Reformed faith in many points. Like central European Protestants, Armenians rejected papacy, the celibacy of priests, letters of indulgence and purgatory. Still, they retained certain “errors” and “annoying customs”, like loud lamentations of the dead. Syrian Christians and Nestorians, on the other hand, appeared both “outwardly miserable” and “corrupt in their religion”. The Abyssinian faith supposedly showed many similarities to Judaism, and the Maronite creed agreed with Roman Catholicism in many respects.

While he repeatedly mentioned discrimination against Christians in the Ottoman Empire – mocking in the streets, subjection to high taxes and special tariffs, the selection of young boys for the Sultan’s service and the enslavement of Christian prisoners – Rauwolf did not fail to mention that Christian groups like the Armenians and the Greeks had their own churches and that Christians and Jews were allowed to celebrate their religious holidays without much interference. The contrast between this toleration of divergent religious observances and the intolerance of contemporary Europe, where Catholics and Protestants often clashed over public demonstrations of faith, can hardly have escaped Rauwolf. Yet there were clear limits to his acceptance of religious diversity. Nowhere are these limits more apparent than in his remarks on Jews in the Ottoman Empire.

It is doubtful whether Rauwolf had much contact with Jews before he set out on his journey to the Orient. Jews had been banned from the city of Augsburg in the late Middle Ages but had established several small settlements in nearby villages by the middle of the 16th century. Most
likely, he regarded them as a demographically and legally marginal group. In sharp contrast, he encountered a numerically strong and economically powerful Jewish population in the Ottoman Empire, where Jews had their own communities and were allowed to practice their faith in public. Upon his arrival in Tripoli in 1573, he noted that Jewish brokers, who were fluent in many languages and knew the exact value of trade goods, played an important role in economic life. In both Tripoli and Aleppo the Jews had built large, impressive synagogues.

In the description of his journey from Aleppo to Baghdad on the Euphrates River in 1574, Rauwolf’s depictions of the Jewish passengers on board the ship take on a decidedly negative note. He claimed that they denounced him and a fellow Dutch passenger for secretly drinking wine with the ship’s captain. On the return journey from Baghdad to Aleppo via Mosul in present-day northern Iraq, Rauwolf again found himself in the company of three Jewish merchants and observed some of their ceremonies, but when he mentioned Jesus Christ they mocked and cursed him. Nor did he refrain from traditional anti-Judaic stereotypes. Jews in the Ottoman Empire, he claimed, were worse defrauders and usurers than central European Jews. The fact that they farmed most tariffs from the sultan was supposed to do great harm to merchants. At the outset of his journey to the Holy Land, Rauwolf reminded his readers that the Jews had shamefully crucified their saviour on Mount Calvary, and in describing Jerusalem Rauwolf contrasted the former glory of Israel’s capital and the fertility of biblical Canaan with the present ruin of the city and the barrenness of the countryside. He interpreted this decay as God’s punishment for the Jews, which served as a warning to all Christians. In general, the former people of God had declined into blindness and superstition and they were hated and despised by everyone. The Turks would not have tolerated them, Rauwolf thought, if they had not purchased certain privileges with large sums of money. He did not mention that Jews in Christian European monarchies also had to pay for their privileges but pointed out that Muslims would neither eat their meals in the presence of Jews nor condone Jewish-Muslim marriages or accept conversions unless the Jew had converted to Christianity first. Jewish doctors, he conceded, were more skilled and more experienced practitioners than their Turkish colleagues, as they were able to study medical authorities like Galen and Avicenna. But despite their superior knowledge, Rauwolf believed, their medical successes were limited because Turkish patients did not trust them and they were more interested in their own fortunes than in the welfare of their patients. Here the common stereotype of the “Jewish doctor” becomes blended with that of the Jewish usurer.

We may conclude that the religious diversity which he encountered in the Ottoman Empire in the 1570s was intriguing, but also deeply unsettling to the German physician and traveller. He had the opportunity to observe the religious practices and lifestyles of Muslims, Christian minorities and Jews firsthand, and he encountered numerous examples of everyday contacts and cooperation between these religious groups. But notwithstanding his observations of practical tolerance, he was unable to overcome the anti-Catholic, anti-Muslim and especially the anti-Jewish prejudices of his times. In this context it is important to remember that religious confrontation, not tolerance, marked Rauwolf’s life after his return from the Orient. In the 1580s, the decision of the Augsburg city council to adopt the new Gregorian calendar aroused fierce opposition from the city’s Protestants, who refused to live and work according to a “popish” calendar. The city council banned the ringleaders of the Protestant opposition from the city and installed new Protestant ministers. Since they refused to attend the services of these new ministers, Rauwolf and his colleague Adolph Occo lost their positions as city physicians in 1588. Rauwolf then moved to the Austrian town of Linz. The only document we have from his stay there is a petition in which five physicians, including Rauwolf, protested against the medical practice of a “godless, incapable,
inexperienced, vain, avaricious Jew”. The petition calls to mind popular stereotypes which are also present in his travel narrative. Rauwolf eventually became an army surgeon and died in an encampment of the Austrian army in Vác, Hungary, in the summer of 1596 – in a war against the Ottoman Empire which Rauwolf knew like few other Europeans of his time. In an age of intolerance, the religious diversity of the Ottoman Empire constituted a challenge which, in the final analysis, even an astute and learned observer like Leonhard Rauwolf was unwilling to embrace.
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